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Abstract 

Random Communication Systems (RCSs) given in the 
literature have assumed perfectly synchronized transmitter 
and receiver. However in this paper, instead of assuming 
perfect synchronization approach in RCSs, the effects of 
imperfect synchronization (IS) on Skewed Alpha-Stable 
Noise Shift Keying (Sk�S-NSK) based RCS have been 
observed through simulations. The Bit Error Rate (BER) 
performance of the eavesdropper with respect to his 
synchronization error in Sk�S-NSK based RCS, has been 
analyzed.  An expression for the probability of an 
eavesdropper to decode the binary information (i.e., 
Eavesdropping Probability) in Sk�S-NSK based RCS, has 
been derived. The criterion (i.e., Covertness Value) to 
measure the covertness level of RCSs has also been 
proposed. The BER performance of an eavesdropper 
provides an approximate margin of synchronization error if 
it can be overcome by an eavesdropper then he can achieve 
the decoding (i.e., eavesdropping) process.  

1. Introduction 

      Synchronization not only plays a key role in establishing 
successful communication link between transmitter and receiver but 
it also helps in boosting the performance in all types of 
communication systems. Especially, in Spread Spectrum (SS) 
based communication systems IS has a huge impact on the 
performance. As the average BER which is the basic performance 
measure in digital communication systems, the efforts to analyze 
the impact of IS on BER started to gain attention at the beginning 
of 1970’s [1].  However in [2], a comprehensive analysis for the 
impact of IS on single carrier Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum 
(DS-SS) communication system was performed in which the 
expressions for the upper and lower bound of BER were also 
derived. In [3], an accurate analytical model for Overloaded Direct 
Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) system 
under IS was presented. Moreover in [4], the multi-tone (i.e., multi-
carrier) DS-SS communication systems were also examined by 
changing the synchronization parameter. So, the factor of IS has 
been investigated in all types of spread spectrum based 
communication systems. 
      Also in collaborative communication, in which a number of 
wireless transmitters collaboratively transmit the same message 
signal to the common target receiver, the effects of imperfect 
frequency and phase synchronization were also monitored to 
increase the BER performance in [5, 6].  
     Similarly in Power Systems (PSs), the time synchronization 
sensors known as “Phasor Measurement Units” were analyzed 

for imperfect phase synchronization to improve the PS’s state 
estimation performance in [7]. 
     Likewise in neural communication networks, which have
interconnected group of nodes in the vast network of neurons in 
the brain, the factor of average synchronization time error has 
also been used to analyze the security of cryptographic methods 
in [8].  
     Random Communication System is newly evolving branch of 
Spread Spectrum based covert communication. Stochastic 
processes are utilised as random carrier in RCS to transmit and 
receive binary signals in more secure way in comparision to the 
conventional communication systems. Salberg et al introduced 
the concept of stochastic process shift keying by utilising 
autoregressive/moving average (ARMA) processes as random 
carrier to transmit and receive binary messages [9]. Similarly, 
Cek et al initiated Symmetric alpha-Stable (S�S) noise as a 
random carrier to convey binary messages in [10]. After that, an 
approach to utilise skewed alpha-stable (Sk�S) noise as a carrier 
was also introduced by Cek in [11]. However, the Bit error rate 
(BER) analysis of the proposed approaches in [9, 10] was 
carried out by Zhijiang et al in [12].  Later on, different receiver 
designs were also proposed in [13-14] by utilising S�S and 
Sk�S noise as carriers to improve the BER performance. 
Moreover, a covert communication system based on Joint 
Normal Distribution has also been introduced by Zhijiang et al
in [15]. Recently, an optimised model of RCS based on Sk�S-
NSK along with the first Security Performance Trade-off 
Characteristics to measure the security of RCS’s have been 
introduced by Ahmed et al in [16]. All previous investigations 
on RCS’s have assumed perfect synchronization between the 
transmitter “Alice” and the receiver “Bob”. However, no 
approach has been proposed yet to evaluate the covertness of the 
RCS’s in the presence of an eavesdropper “Willie” with 
synchronization uncertainty.  

Since true level of covertness cannot be guaranteed by 
utilizing a stochastic process as a random carrier and assuming 
perfect synchronization scenario between Alice and Bob, 
therefore in this paper, we have evaluated the covertness of the 
Sk�S-NSK based RCS by analyzing the BER performance of an 
eavesdropper “Willie” who imperfectly synchronizes with the 
transmitter “Alice” and tries to decode (eavesdrop) the binary 
information. Therefore, an expression known as “Eavesdropping 
Probability” is introduced to calculate the probability of Willie 
to successfully decode the binary information which is not 
transmitted covertly by Alice. Moreover, the covertness level of 
the Sk�S-NSK based RCS, used by Alice and Bob to 
communicate secretly, is also evaluated by the derived 
expression known as “Covertness value”. The BER performance 
of Willie also provides an approximate margin of 
synchronization error, own by Alice and Bob to covertly 
communicate by using Sk�S-NSK based RCS and should be 
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overcome by Willie to successfully continue the hacking 
process. 
 

2. System Model 
        
      The Sk�S-NSK based RCS’s transmitter and Modified 
Extreme Value Method (MEVM) based receiver for covert 
communication between Alice and Bob has been originally 
proposed by Ahmed et al in [16] and that work has been 
modified, as shown in Fig. 1, to observe the presence of an 
eavesdropper Willie and compute his BER performance. 
Similarly, the covertness level of the modifed Sk�S-NSK based 
RCS can also be evaluated now on the basis of Willie’s BER 
performance due to his uncertain knowledge about the 
synchronization method used by Alice and Bob. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram Modified Sk�S-NSK based RCS  

 
2.1. Alpha stable (�-stable) Distribution [17]: 
 
      �-stable noise is denoted by “S� (�, �, �)” and the 
characteristic function of �-stable noise X “i.e., X ~ S� (�, �, �)” 
is expressed as  
 

���� � 

�
��	
 ��� ����������  ������������ ���� �������� ! �
��	
 ��� �������� " �� �

� �������#� �
��
� �������� � �

    (1) 

 
where the ranges of the parameters are as: the characteristic 
exponent   ( $ %  & '�(��the skewness parameter �( � &
� & ��(��the dispersion parameter � ��� ) $� and the location 
parameter�� * + where �-stable stable distributions has been 
generated by the method given in [18]. 
 
2.2. Alice and Bob’s Noise Shift Keying based RCS:  
 
     In the proposed modified Sk�S-NSK based RCS, shown in 
Fig. 1, the binary message sequence has been taken from 
Bernouli Random Variable with equal probability for “1”s and 
“0”s. Alice is transmitting  the binary message sequence 
encoded as X0,S� (�0, �, �) for binary information bit “0” and 
X1,S� (�1, �, �) for binary information bit  “1” by utilising the 
antipodal characteristics of the skewness parameter � to skew 
the distributions to the right (i.e., �1 = � * +-) or to the left (i.e., 
�0 = - �) as �1 = - �0 . Different parameter values for delta beta 
(.�) “i.e., .� /��0 ���1�” and   can be used to transmit 
the binary information bits X0 and  X1. 

    Bob estimates the corresponding � and   by the Modified 
Extreme Value Method based receiver proposed in [16]. Since, 
Bob knows the exact time instant of accepting the noise samples 
for truly decoding binary information bits by acheiving perfect 
synchronization.   
 
2.3. Eavesdropper ‘Willie’ in Noise Shift Keying based 
RCS:  
 
      It is assumed that the intended receiver “Bob” and the 
eavesdropper “Willie” uses the same receiver proposed in [16]. 
Additionally, it is also assumed that both of them knows the 
transmitted duration or length of a single noise sample denoted 
by “ 23”, transmitted number of noise samples per binary 
information bit denoted by “N” and duration needed to decode 
single binary information  bit denoted by “24” (i.e., 24 = 235). 
Bob is assumed to be perfectly synchronized with Alice and 
knows the exact time instant to accept the noise samples  for the 
corresponding first binary information bit. However, Willie has 
no knowlege of the exact time instant to accept the noise 
samples  for the corresponding binary information bits therefore 
Willie would face a synchronization error which would result in 
increased BER. 

 
3. Approach to Measure Covertness 

 
     Apart from the choice of stochastic processes as random 
carrier, the actual method to obtain synchronization between 
Alice and Bob in RCS is still an open issue. Therefore in this 
paper, we have focused on investigating how the imperfectly 
synchronized Willie can influence the modified Sk�S-NSK 
based RCS used by Alice and Bob.   
       Assuming that, we have a synchronization error denoted 
by�6 in the range�$ & 6 & � and Alice has transmitted the 
binary information bits as logic ‘101….’, then the corresponding 
noise sequences “S� (�1, �, �), S� (�0, �, �), S� (�1, �, �)..........” 
have been transmitted. Since Willie is imperfectly synchronized 
with Alice and have no knowledge of the exact time instant to 
accept the noise samples  for the corresponding  initial 
transmitted binary information bit 1, Willie would wrongly 
receive totally 5 samples of which (1-�6) 5 samples are from 
the distribution S� (�1, �, �)  (i.e., 78,S� (�1, �, �))  and 65 
samples are from the other  distribution S� (�0, �, �) (i.e., 98, S� 

(�0, �, �)) in the duration 24 which is represented as below  
 
��������������������������:70 ………�7�0;<�=( 90 �>>> �9<=�������������������������(2) 
 
      Similarly for the second transmitted binary message bit ‘0’, 
the Willie will again wrongly receive total 5 samples of which 
(1-�6) 5 samples are from the distribution S� (�0, �, �) (i.e., 98, 
S� (�0, �, �) and 65 samples are from the other  distribution      
S� (�1, �, �)  (i.e., 78,S� (�1, �, �)) which is represented as below  
 
��������������������������:90 ………�9�0;<�=( 70 �>>> �7<=�������������������������(3) 
 
   On the contrary, Bob is perfectly synchronized with Alice and 
knows the exact time instant to accept the noise samples  for all 
corresponding transmitted binary information bits. Hence, he 
will receive the transmitted binary information bits as ‘101.......’ 
which was originally sent by Alice. Therefore, Bob would face 
negligible or ideally erratic bits while Willie would face 
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increased BER with respect to the variation  in the 
synchronization error “6”. 
 
3.1. Performance of an Eavesdropper:  
 
    The i-th BER of an eavesdropper Willie denoted by 
“?@+A�68�” for the corresponding i-th synchronization error 
‘68’ is considered as a BER function with respect to the 
synchronization errors “68” which lies with in���0B &
?@+A�68� & � (where ‘n’ is the total number of transmitted 
binary message bits by Alice). 
    The ?@+A�68� also provides an approximate margin of 
synchronization error, own by Alice and Bob to covertly 
communicate by using Sk�S-NSK based RCS. 
 
3.2. Performance of the Intended Receiver:  
 
    Since there is no synchronization error between Alice and the 
intended receiver ‘Bob’ therefore the BER of Bob, denoted by 
“?@+C”, has been practically considered equal to�0B. 
 
3.3. Eavesdropping Probability ‘DE’: 
 
    The i-th probability of an eavesdropper ‘Willie’ to decode the 
transmitted binary information bits with respect to 
synchronization errors�68 is named as “Eavesdropping 
Probability” denoted by “FG���” and it is defined as  
 
                                   FG�68� � CGHI�<J�

CGHK
                             (4) 

 
which lies with in $ & FG�68� & �. 
 
3.4. Covertness Value ‘LM’: 

 
    The criterion to measure the covertness of the RCS used by 
Alice and Bob is named as “Covertness Value” denoted by 
“�LM�N which is defined below as  
                                  
                                     LM �� O FG�����

�                                 (5) 
 
The RCS used by Alice and Bob would be considered as covert 
as big the LM. On the contrary, LM close to zero implies less 
covert RCS. The absolute LM�indicates either more covert or 
more vulnerable RCS which can be used to analyze the 
covertness level. 
 
3.5. Synchronization Error Margin ‘P@Q’: 
 
The synchronization error margin denoted by “P@Q” is the i-th 
synchronization error ‘68’ when the BER function 
“i.e.,�?@+A�68�” of Willie initially drops by  0B  in the range $ &
68 & � which is defined below as                             
 
                              P@Q = 68 |  ?@+A�68� % 0

B                          (6) 
 

4. Simulation Results and Discussion 
 
Simulation results for the covertness analysis of Alice and 

Bob’s Sk�S-NSK based RCS in the presence of an eavesdropper 
Willie, in accordance to the proposed criteria, has been done in 

this section. One thousand bits (i.e., n = 1000) has been used in 
simulations to obtain BERs. Different values of .R and   have 
been used to obtain results so that best parameters values can be 
found which should be recommended to Alice to covertly 
communicate with Bob when using Sk�S-NSK based RCS.  

In Fig. 2, the BER performance of an eavesdropper Willie 
“?@+A�68�” with respect to all possible synchronization errors 
“68”, are shown. The increases in the differences of the 
skewness of the noise distributions of the related binary 
information bits (i.e., increase in .R) by Alice has resulted in 
better ?@+A�68�. The distributions of the corresponding binary 
messages are more similar (i.e., decrease in�.�) by Alice has 
worsened the ?@+A�68� since the amount of positive and 
negative samples for the corresponding binary information bits 
are getting almost equal. Therefore, small value for  .R is 
recommended for Alice to covertly communicate with Bob 
when using Sk�S-NSK based RCS. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Performance of an eavesdropper Willie 

On the contrary, decrease in   by Alice would result in the 
heavy tail of the corresponding noise distribution used to encode 
the binary information bits hence making it easy for the MEVM 
based receiver to estimate the beta parameters from the mixture 
of AWGN noise in the channel (i.e.,  �2)  and the transmitted 
�-stable noise (i.e.,  �2) which has resulted in better ?@+A�68�. 
Therefore, higher value of   ( S ') is recommended for Alice 
to covertly communicate with Bob when using Sk�S-NSK based 
RCS. 

The resulted P@Q’s for corresponding combinations of .R 
and   in Alice and Bob’s Sk�S-NSK based RCS has also been 
shown in Fig. 2. It has been observed that Willie has less margin 
of synchronization error when Alice and Bob are using Sk�S-
NSK based RCS with small .R and higher� . Therefore from the 
resulted values of P@Q’s in Fig. 2, the recommendation for Alice 
and Bob is to utilise smaller value for .R  and higher value for 
 , when using Sk�S-NSK based RCS. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Covertness of Alice and Bob’s Sk�S-NSK based RCS 
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Based on the performance of an eavesdropper Willie, the 
eavesdropping probability “FG���” with respect to all possible 
synchronization errors “68” is shown in Fig. 3. The covertness 
level (i.e., LM) of Alice and Bob’s Sk�S-NSK based RCS is also 
shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that Willie can decode the binary 
information successfully even with synchronization error up to 
some extent, if large .R and smaller   is used by Alice to 
communicate with Bob in RCS. Therefore Alice and Bob should 
select small .R and higher  �in Sk�S-NSK based RCS. 

 
5. Conclusion 

 
We have revisited Sk�S-NSK based RCSs in the presence of 

an imperfectly synchronized eavesdropper. The eavesdropper 
probability and covertness value have been proposed to measure 
the covertness level in the presence of an eavesdropper who has 
no knowledge of synchronization method used by transmitter 
Alice and intended receiver Bob.  The Sk�S-NSK based RCS 
shows promising results against eavesdropping with respect to 
synchronization errors if the recommended parameters values 
are used.  

The impulsiveness and skewness parameters of �-stable noise 
can be maneuver on the transmitter side to improve the overall 
covertness level of Sk�S -NSK based RCS which is a benefit of 
using �-stable noise as a carrier. Moreover, the optimum values 
for the impulsiveness and skewness parameters can be found by 
using the introduced criteria which can help Alice and Bob to 
communicate covertly when using Sk�S -NSK based RCS. The 
parameters also help to achieve the desired anti covert 
probability and covertness value for the Sk�S -NSK based RCS. 
The effects of different noises as carriers in RCS’s on 
eavesdropper probability and covertness value in different 
channels has left open issue for further investigation. 
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